
Privacy-Preserving Systems
(a.k.a., Private Systems)

CU Graduate Seminar

Instructor: Roxana Geambasu
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Part 2 of Class: Applied Technologies
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Organization

Part 1: Basic concepts
(01/19 – 03/23)

● Lecture oriented
● Three homeworks
● Midterm on 03/23
● Topics:

○ Privacy attacks
○ Differential privacy
○ Homomorphic encryption
○ Hardware enclaves
○ Secure multi-party computation
○ Federated learning
○ Tradeoffs and integrations

Part 2: Applied Technologies
(03/30 – 04/27)

● Paper and discussion oriented
● Team project
● Final project presentation on final 

exam date (TBD by Registrar)
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Midterm on 03/23 

- 60-minute quiz in class
- Brief questions that test understanding of the material covered in class
- Each question scored 0-2:

- 0 = no answer, answer contains a major flaw, answer is beside the point, or answer 
lacks required explanation or example.

- 1 = answer is not faulty but is beating around the bush or not quite nailing the point;
- 2 = answer is correct, to the point, and reflects a good understanding of the concepts.

- Questions that require an explanation or example will be counted as 0 (zero) if no 
explanation or example is provided, even if the answer is technically correct

- Please keep your answers brief and to the point.

20% of final grade 4



Part 2: Applied Technologies
Class organization:
● 70 minutes: discuss two technical papers
● 35 minutes: per-team project updates

Both are part of grade, so participation in most classes is needed.
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Paper Reading and Discussions
● Papers on technologies we’ve overviewed in Part 1 of the class.  Often 

focus on application/deployment/systems
● Every student must read every paper!
● Discussions (20% of the grade!)

○ Four Leads per paper:
■ Motivation and Overview Lead: 5 minutes (solo)
■ Detailed Design Lead: 10 minutes (solo)
■ Evaluation Lead: 5 minutes (solo)
■ Discussion Lead: 10-15 minutes (engages with other students)

○ Roles randomly chosen, at most one role per class per student
○ If you participate as a non-lead, you help the Discussion Lead, but you can also 

gain points if your contributions are good. 6



Motivation and Overview Lead

● Introduces the motivation, problem statement, threat model, and gives a brief 
high-level overview of the approach.

● No slides please, just talk to friends -- help them understand what this paper is about
● 5 minutes (longer will result in downgrade)

Grading in 0-2:
- 0: not show up, entirely unintelligible or plain-wrong presentation
- 1: presentation ineffective, beats around the bush, and doesn’t demonstrate a clear 

grasp of the aspect requested to cover; goes over time
- 2: solid, in time overview
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Detailed Design Lead
● Describes the technical approach and design in greater detail.
● Goes into technical detail, shows architecture, some math if relevant, etc.
● Can use slides or whiteboard, but also just talk to friends -- help them 

understand in more detail the technical approach of this paper 
● OK to say that you didn’t understand certain technical aspects in the 

paper (but you need to have tried to understand them)!
● 10 minutes (longer will result in downgrade)

Grading in 0-2 (same as before)
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Evaluation Lead
● Describes the evaluation questions, methodology, and main results and take-aways.
● Best is probably slides, so you can project graphs/tables from the paper.
● 5 minutes (longer will result in downgrade)

Grading in 0-2 (same as before)
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Discussion Lead
● Leads student discussion by preparing a set of questions/topics of discussion
● No slides please, just raise questions, propose topics of discussion to your 

friends, etc.
● As Discussion Lead, you shouldn’t do all the talking!  Engage your friends in 

an honest, interest-driven discussion about the paper
● 10-15 minutes

Grading in 0-2:
- 0: not show up, very unprepared
- 1: questions/topics of discussion are not interesting, talks way too much 

instead of engaging others in the discussion
- 2: good questions/topics, engaging discussion
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No Lead Role?
● Please participate in the Discussion part!
● Helps the Discussion Lead (who may help you in the future :) )
● And you can get some points for it

Grading (RG still deciding whether/how it’s extra credit):
- 0: all except below
- 2: insightful comments/questions/points of view

But you cannot bail on your subsequent role assignments!
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The Papers
● List will be finalized soon and posted on the website.
● Topics:

○ Privacy attacks in reality
○ Differential privacy deployments
○ DP system designs
○ Homomorphic encryption, applied
○ Tech combo: MPC + DP for FL
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Team Project
● Instructions on Courseworks/Files

● Performed in teams of 3 people, to exercise a privacy-related concept in 
a larger context than individual homeworks can

● In most cases, should follow the applied scientific process:

○ Articulate a hypothesis; develop a methodology for testing it, which 
must involve design/implementation/measurement of some software 
artifact with specific metrics

● 5-minute project updates are provided weekly in class and are graded

● A 20-minute final project presentation will be delivered on final exam date
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Project Milestones
● project proposal: Th 03/30 (5 minutes/team)
● project 3 steps: Th 04/06 (5 minutes/team)
● project step 1: Th 04/13 (5 minutes/team)
● project step 2: Th 04/20 (5 minutes/team)
● project step 3: Th 04/27 (5 minutes/team)
● final project presentation: TBD by registrar (likely 05/11) (20 minutes/team)

Intermediary project updates: 10% of grade
Final presentation: 20% of the grade
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Project Updates
● 5 minutes per team (overtime is downgraded)
● One team member should speak, but you should rotate who speaks!
● No slides needed, just talk about your progress relative to the milestone, issues you’ve 

encountered, changes you’ve made in your roadmap, etc.

Grading in 0-2:
- 0 score = no presentation, no progress, or presentations done consistently by other students 

in the team.
- 1 score = concerningly limited progress or poor articulation of the progress; goes overtime
- 2 score = reasonable progress and articulation of the progress, done alternatingly by the 

team members.
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Final Project Presentation
● 20 minutes per team (overtime is downgraded)
● Every member of the team speaks!
● Slides mandatory, recommend polished presentations.
● For projects that involve some implementation, a demo is expected.

Grading in 0-3:
- 0 score = no presentation, or poor {project execution AND presentation}
- 1 score = Poor {project execution OR presentation}, missing or poor required component (e.g., no 

implementation or evaluation, lacking or poor problem statement, or no demo)
- 2 score = Good {project execution AND presentation}, no missing components, but the project and 

presentation don’t excel in any aspect, or are inconclusive in some aspects.
- 3 score = Great project execution and presentation!  All required components are included, the presentation 

is clear and concise, the demo works, the project is conducted in a clean, well-designed, and scientific 
manner and doesn’t include methodological flaws or unwarranted conclusions; limitations of the conclusions 
reached are clearly outlined. 16



Note
● There are lots of grading details here.
● Don’t get bogged down on them!
● Do good work and good grade will follow!
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The End
Part 2 of Class: Applied Technologies
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